Taurus Full Moon - 11:11:11
Ritual written* and led by Janine Donnellan
(Friday 11 November 2011)

unstoppable chain of events that would lead to
Tiamat's fall.
When the sky above was not named, [in the
beginning]
And the earth beneath did not yet bear a
name,
And the primeval Apsû, who begat them, [god]
And chaos, Tiamat, the mother of them both,
[heaven earth]
Their waters were mingled together,
And no field was formed, no marsh was to be
seen; [form and void]
When of the gods none had been called into
being.
East
Oh Mighty Dragons of Air
I call thee to come forth and protect and
charge this circle.
Bring forth your knowledge and wisdom
So mote it be.
North

Tiamat – "The Dark Queen" by Jeff Easley

(See more about this ritual, plus photographs,
in Axis Mundi - Issue 45 - November 2011)
At this Full Moon Circle where we will be
taking advantage of this powerful
numerological vibration of creation, wisdom,
and spiritual evolution. We will also be tapping
into the creative energies of the Dragon
Goddess Tiamat, a Chaos Dragon and
primordial goddess of the ocean.
The 11:11:11 Gateway is a collective, highvibrational portal opening to assist the
evolution of consciousness on the earth at this
time. 11 is one of the master numbers and is
related to spirituality, illumination, and a
balancing of opposites.
You will find Tiamat's story in the Babylonian
epic, the Enuma Elish. From the beginning,
Tiamat was there. All was perfect stillness,
perfect silence. Then Tiamat commingled with
Apsu, and creation came into being. She is the
salt water, and Apsu is the sweet water. Apsu,
though Her husband, was alien to Tiamat to
some degree, different. Their mixing spawned
many new created beings, unlocking an

Oh Mighty Dragons of Fire
I call thee to come forth and protect and
charge this circle.
Bring forth your knowledge and wisdom
So mote it be
West
Oh Mighty Dragons of Water
I call thee to come forth and protect and
charge this circle.
Bring forth your knowledge and wisdom
So mote it be
South
Oh Mighty Dragons of Earth
I call thee to come forth and protect and
charge this circle.
Bring forth your knowledge and wisdom
So mote it be
Goddess
Earth mingled with the heavens
Seas mingled with fire
ocean/abyss - turbid - ocean/abyss
she reigneth in power exhaulted in the
kingdom of the seas with darkness
Goddess - wild - goddess!

Her power is the power of the mind that has no
end
in her beauty she create the god stewards of
the holy ones
in her wrath she create the dragons of
destruction
her power is beautythat creates the righteous
her power is wrath that creates mighty dragons
to the terror of them that govern
mother - life! supreme - source/primal sea!
her power increases my power
perfect - serpent - power! powerful unsubmissive - live!
Her power rises up in this work
and this work flourish as unto the harvest
AWAKEN CHAOS. AWAKEN TIAMAT.
mu-al-li-da-at mu-um-mu, ti-amat rise
God
Great Apsu of the freshwater Abyss
We call upon you
To initiate and direct
May your illumination fill this time & place.
Hail & Welcome
Merging of the Salt water with the Fresh water.
Drawing down the moon. We will take the bowl
of water out into the park and draw down the
energy of the moon to charge the water.
Meditation

South
Oh Mighty Dragons of Earth
Thank you for protecting this circle.
Thank you for your knowledge and wisdom
Go in Peace
West
Oh Mighty Dragons of Water
Thank you for protecting this circle.
Thank you for your knowledge and wisdom
Go in Peace
North
Oh Mighty Dragons of Fire
Thank you for protecting this circle.
Thank you for your knowledge and wisdom
Go in Peace
East
Oh Mighty Dragons of Air
Thank you for protecting this circle.
Thank you for your knowledge and wisdom
Go in Peace
May this circle be open but unbroken
May the peace of the Goddess be ever in our
hearts.
Merry Meet and Merry Part
And Merry Meet again.

Connecting to the world of emanation, to the
place of creation we will open ourselves to the
highest guidance.
We will then make talismans filling the glass
vials with the charged water and our intent.
Closing
Goddess
Oh Tiamat Dragon of Chaos
Primordial Mother,
Thank you aspiring us tonight,
Hail & farewell
God
Great Apsu of the freshwater Abyss
Thank you for inspiring and guiding us tonight
Hail & Farewell

* This ritual is a combination of the author's
original ideas and information obtained from
various books and/or internet sources.

